
Tenders: MoU signed for 1,190-
MW solar plant in Rajasthan 

Tenders: PM lays foundation
stones for two hydro projects

Tenders 

Tenders: India to set up four
large scale coal-to-chemical
projects

Tenders : Tenders: BOT
development of Rs.4,539.84cr
Tune-Tekra Terminal approved 

Tenders : PM lays foundation
stones and dedicates Rs.1,275cr
Ahmedabad projects

Tenders : Strong pipeline of
180 mn sq ft of office buildings
in 2-3 years in 6 cities 

Tenders: Shah says Kiru
Hydroelectric project is
progressing

Tenders: 12 tunnels in
planning, 8 under
construction in Arunachal
Pradesh     

“India’s power landscape is
strengthened by the emerging

technologies that are at various
stages of development and industrial

competitiveness,” said Deepesh
Nanda, CEO, GE Gas Power South

Asia. 
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Port-Maduravoyal corridor
project 
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Tenders: PM lays foundation
stones-dedicates projects
worth Rs.3,900cr

Tenders: Scindia announces
Rs.1,500cr expansion of
Srinagar terminal 

Tenders:  Roads, flyovers and
underpasses planned for
Jamnagar

Tenders: Foundation stones
laid for highway and medical
device park 

Projects: India-Norway JWG
on S&T discussed cooperation
in new areas 

Projects: Indian StartUps to
launch space satellites 

Tenders: NPG recommends
three road projects 

“We are fortunate to have strong
partnerships with our clients and

partners as we commit to
expanding in Mexico,” said Ajay
Bahl, Corporate Vice President,

Americas and Executive Sponsor,
Mexico, HCLTech. 
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Projects: USISCEP addressing
multiple global energy crisis 

Projects

Marlabs CEO Siby Vadakekkara says, “The Pune metropolitan area
possesses some of the most ideal talents we were seeking for delivering

Manufacturing and Supply Chain technologies.” 

Project: STL to supply optical
fibre cable to Project Horizon
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Project: Tata Power to follow 3-
pronged conservation
approach 

Project: Black & Veatch to help
improve reliability and
performance of 23 thermal units

Projects: Puri assures Houston
roundtable of India’s
commitment to global
commons 

Teleperformance Group CEO
Daniel Julien said, "India is
the world's largest talent
reserve for the English-

speaking world and beyond.” 
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Projects: GE Gas Power-NTPC to
decarbonize power generation 

Projects: Jio-bp sets up
robust charging network for
Mahindra’s e-SUVs 

Projects: Siemens to
demonstrate feasibility of
blended fuel at Faridabad

Projects: Infosys updates
progress of international
assignments 

“FTAs to be entered into after thorough consultation with all stakeholders
including industry and the government will not diverge from this

approach for the sake of deadlines,” said Goyal Minister after a review
of the country’s Export Performance in the first six months of this

financial year. 

Projects: STL launches
products supporting 5G 

“India’s power landscape is strengthened by the emerging technologies
that are at various stages of development and industrial competitiveness.
Hydrogen has a significant potential to play a complementary role along
with other low-to-zero carbon fuels in generating electricity at scale,” said

Deepesh Nanda, CEO, GE Gas Power South Asia.
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Exports: Slowdown in exports
reflect tough conditions, says
Dr Sakthivel

Exports: Goyal says national
interest accorded top priority
in FTA negotiations

Market: TaskUs says Navi
Mumbai office to support
expansion in India

Market: Geospatial economy
to cross Rs.63,000cr by 2025

Markets

Dr Mansukh Mandaviya said, “This Long-Term Agreement signed
by RCF will go a long way in ensuring adequate supply of MOP at

reasonable price to the Indian Farming community.”

Exports: Global trade passing
through difficult phase, says
Dr Sakthivel 

Exports: Foreign OEMs to
attend ‘Invest for Defence’
meet

Exports: FIEO President calls
for more liquidity at
competitive cost 

Exports
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Market: Indian spice trade set
for 11.29% CAGR to 2027 
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Bpost CISO Rony Monnaie says,
"While we embarked on our cloud

transformation journey, Infosys
drove several well-considered

cybersecurity initiatives to protect
our environment and improve

Bpost's overall security posture.” 
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Markets: Teleperformance to
service the world’s leading
brands from Mohali 

Market: Semiconductor
devices manufacturing to
grow by 12.2% CAGR

Market: Health insurance
business to expand at 5.12%
through to FY2027e

“Precisely has grown its employee base in India by over 650% in the
past three years alone. Now, over 750 local employees proudly account
for one-third of the overall business globally,” said Josh Rogers, CEO at

Precisely, after inaugurating a new office in Noida on 13 Oct 2022. 

Market: Diesel Genset
business set for 7.63% CAGR

Markets: M2P set to deal with
MENA-APAC banks, NBFCs and
fintechs

Markets: HCLTech to hire 1,300
people for sixth Guadalajara
centre 

Market: D2C rapid growth
provides multiple
opportunities

Market: Precisely recognizes
importance of investing in
India 

Market: Perficient to expand
presence in India 
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Anne Line Wold, Director General, Ministry of Education and research
who headed the delegation from the Norway side, underlined that India
is among the 9 priority countries outside Europe in S&T co-operation for

Norway and emphasized on strengthening co-operation on priority
areas like ocean, health, energy, climate and security. 
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Technology: Wind River-TCS
to create infra for 4G-5G vRAN
solutions 
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partnership to offer
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work on 6G research 
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Technology: Enterprises
investing aggressively in
cloud, says Vijayakumar 

Technology: Marlabs to help
smart manufacturing and supply
chain businesses from Pune
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says DPSUs doing well,
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